PLASTIC FAITH
BREAK ME DOWN
break me down
break my day
i don't love you anymore anyway
take me down
and joke in fear
I don't believe you anymore anyway
is it strong enough
is it plastic faith
is it all that you wanna see?
Can't you see you look so frightened to me
Is this all that you wanna be?
Play me down
shake my day
I don't love you anymore anyway
live in doubt
and love in fear
I don't see you anymore anyway
is it strong enough
is it plastic faith
is it all that you wanna see?
Don't you know you look so frightened to me
Is this all that you wanna be?
Break me down....
put me down
wake my day
I don't love you anymore anyway
leave my dreams
memory's seared
I don't need you anymore anyway
anyway, is it plastic faith?
Anyway, is it plastic faith?
Anyway, is it mastic faith?
Can't you see you look so frightened to me
is this all that you wanna be?
break me down
break my day
i don't love you anymore anyway

INDESTRUCTIBLE
I made it 'round
focused on time
kept breathing regularly
driven by your delight
keep comin' in
but keep missing the spotlights
kick hard to be regognised
my hoping is slender
but still leading the game
with all your lust

you hide in the cold
banned the trust
from your heart and home
truth hurts
lets lovers divide
all the senses are out of place
our freedom's disguised
i'm coming in deep
it will hit you harder
rearranging your bucket list
what did you think we were trying?
we were trying not to bleed
with all your lust
you hide in the cold
banned the trust
from your heart and home
you keep shaking my heart
break, breaking my heart

PHOBOPHOBIA
running with the wind
confession overload
naked in my sins
tripping in the cold
I'm freezing to the bone
infected by the storm
holding up my hands
screaming in the sands
evil lullabies
no answer from the skies
no solution just lies
phobophobia
phobophobia
it's just in my head
I will be happy home again
a tickling in my brain
silly words again
breaking in my ear
sparking little fears
spreading out again
seducing me again
running in the rain
running from the pain
black trees are everywhere
surrounding me and scare
I don't wana be
phobophobia

PLASTIC FAITH
LONG GONE
the river calls
it floats within
drives me on
and lets the dreaming begin
shadowed falls
grow endless spins
my braided heart knows
where my thoughts have been
it's all on, all on my mind
so strong, so intense and light
and I, feel that I..
hold on, stay strong
till the break of dawn,
the break of dawn
and I hold on, stay strong
and here I come
it's not all long gone
a gentle wind
invisibly thick
this tremor's born
conjures up a new trick
this solid ground
cracked open to free
and spread spirit widely
float so peacefully
years ago I felt, I saw
and nothing has really changed
but still I struggle against the storms
could someone say my name
say my name

BACK AGAIN
I wander throught the days
sunburnt and desiccated
seeking the things that still amaze me
been missing you for much too long
cause we were riding the horses
we were chasing our fate
turning winter to summer
and never looked back again
we were hunting the sunlight
then we kissed in the rain
turned nights into days and
never looked back again
never looked back again
I remember our dear places
hidden from the world outside
I can't prevent to shed a tear, no
don't wanna believe these days are spent
is this calling

reminding me of us
is it all shining still?
sometime ago we knew that we
had all we loved
baby we had it all
we were riding the horses
but we'll never go back again
we were chasing our fate
baby we had it all
we were hunting the sunlight
but we'll never go back again
we used to kiss in the rain
baby we had it all

ADORE
no time in this room
no ticking inside
just hoping the liquids won't dry in your mind
so you hide the rain
with no sense of shame
all your days are like this
no joy and no pain
just wasted hours and nothing's sincere
and you stare again
at blanks and useless games
you have lies in the drawer
have pockets full of rage
but all hope lies in the color of the rain
and the flaws on your skin
they never sank in
your mind is true
and telling you things
so you walk in doubt
and all you see is
empty pages and no return
and all this suffering in vain
just hold on, Mary Jane
don't you swallow, it's just hollow
hold on, Mary Jane
it's just hollow, don't you swollow
you have towers in the darkness
to save you from the light
and you wished you had fled
to cities where nobody cares for ends
and how this world bends
your mind is clear
and telling you, my dear
you still walk in doubt
and all you fear is
empy pages and no return
and all this suffering in vain

PLASTIC FAITH
don't you feel like forever
when you laugh again
don't you see all in colour
when you laugh again
don't you hate being sour
just laugh again
it's not overly over

fill this place with elegies
reconquer all that once was me
and lead it to an end
let go tonight
let go tonight

RUSH
WAKE UP
everyday you play
you cling to all your fake desires
can't you see it's over now
there's no other way, go!
far away far away
longing for the day
when you return from being starlight
are you aware of what's the cost
wake up wake up before you're lost
time has come to show us who you are
break and breach
show us what you are
hidden and secure
locked up in your comfort space
you keep forcing me to leave you here
trying to make it all ok, yea
far away far away
longing for the day
when you return from being starlight
are you aware of what's the cost
wake up wake up before you're lost
time has come to show us who you are
break and breach
show us what you are
go on, go on, another one

LET GO TONIGHT
silence slowly grows with time
blows the heaviest kiss goodbye
embraces dearly
let go tonight
frozen pictures on crying walls
pretending to revive closed calls
a weeping mile
let go tonight
let go tonight
useless loving left behind
attempts to keep it out of mind
a miserable fail
let go tonight

it's time for you to fade
it's time for you to leave
become a higher love
and live a better day
trust me you'll be fine
just a little sting
to make you feel again
cradling the pain
will make you alive
would sing you more
than this patient praise
be dancing with the wind
crying with the rain
you'll feel more than alive
in your skin
hush try not to speak
no hollow words
that make you weak
buried in the night
cradled in the pain
makes you alive
sings you more
than this patient praise
dancing with the wind
crying with the rain
feeling more alive
in your skin
all the hurt and all the shame
all the anger all the blame
fall apart and set you free
fall apart and let you be
all the love and all the lust
all the dreams and all the trust
return to you

SOBER
All this is transient
reflective and good
and though the days slip through our hands
we know we could
Can all of us wise up
in the time we're given to spend?
or should we long for a miracle ?

PLASTIC FAITH
Everyone's waiting
and everyone listening
and everybody's hanging on the words you say

it's all gone
what have I become?
where am I from after all?

it's just odd how things turn out
when you know how
to turn the things around and you know
why I don't wanna be here no more
why I don't wann see you no more

a fresh and bracing wind, the dew
what a day to be born
I believe in all
what life could give
a childish love embraced it all

will we become clean? how?
Be sober again?
Or will we stick to all of this crap
till we slowly fade

it's all gone
what have I become?
where am I from after all?

I am still waiting
desperately listening
don't wanna be hanging on your words and pray
it's now!
This is all I need to know
it's where I want to go
And this is how!
I just need to stay away
head high and walk this day
head up high and walk this day

SISTER
old town, I'm heading down, freaking out
cold light, feelin' tight, poisoned heart
look up, wake up, I'm creeping closer
don't play hard to get, be a good girl
make me believe in life again
hurry up and meet me in the night
come meet me in the night
I keep running, I keep coming for you
I keep running, sister, oh my
I keep running, I keep coming for you
I keep running, sister, all night
look up, don't stop, devote to me
close your eyes, feel the highs of love and lust
breathe in, hold your breath and receive
wet touch, never felt that much before
make me believe in god again
don't hold back the shiver
let me in

WHAT HAVE I BECOME?
I remember spring days,
light and clear
full of confidence
when my whole world was shining bright
faith and trust were entwined

I have decided to stay
cause I have come here to play
this is givin' me all I need
I have decided to stay
and I have come here to play
cause this is what I want
what I need
I've come to stay
though all the others leave

ANEW
looking back the way I've walked now
countless forks and hidden paths
life has taught me an intrigued lesson
a little luck is not enough
I always wanted to reach out further
what's beyond the big blue sky?
all that stays is small and humble
but once again I have to try
it's time to leave it all behind
to start anew - to find
the world behind
look ahead, a big step forward
used to say "no risk no fun"
stumbling like an old man, really
a tired soldier's lonely march
now get up from your knees, you coward
you have to keep on moving
I hope you always walk beside me
without you there is no need to try
it's time to leave it all behind
something new - to find
the world behind

